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Abstract
As part of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, cytochrome c oxidase utilizes the energy produced by the reduction of O2 to water to fuel vectorial
proton transport. The mechanism coupling proton pumping to redox chemistry is unknown. Recent advances have provided evidence that each of the
four observable transitions in the complex catalytic cycle consists of a similar sequence of events. However, the physico-chemical basis underlying
this recurring sequence has not been identified. We identify this recurring pattern based on a comprehensive model of the catalytic cycle derived from
the analysis of oxygen chemistry and available experimental evidence. The catalytic cycle involves the periodic repetition of a sequence of three states
differing in the spatial distribution of charge in the active site: [0|1], [1|0], and [1|1], where the total charge of heme a and the binuclear center appears
on the left and on the right, respectively. This sequence recurs four times per turnover despite differences in the redox chemistry. This model leads to a
simple, robust, and reproducible sequence of electron and proton transfer steps and rationalizes the pumping mechanism in terms of electrostatic
coupling of proton translocation to redox chemistry. Continuum electrostatic calculations support the proposed mechanism and suggest an
electrostatic origin for the decoupled and inactive phenotypes of ionic mutants in the principal proton-uptake pathway.
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electrostatics1. Introduction
Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is the fourth enzyme complex in
the mitochondrial respiratory chain. As a self-reliant proton pump,
it fuels vectorial proton transport by reducing O2 to water (For
recent reviews see Refs. [1–3]). This redox reaction takes place in a
binuclear center (BNC) (see Fig. 1), which includes a Cu center
(CuB) and a high-spin Fe-heme (heme a3), and it is carried out in a
stepwise manner. Throughout the catalytic cycle, four electrons are
obtained from the reduction of a bimetallic Cu center, CuA, by
cytochrome c. These electrons are subsequently transferred from
CuA to a low-spin heme complex (heme a; see Fig. 1). Eight
protons are taken from thematrix side (N-side) of themitochondrialAbbreviations: CcO, cytochrome c oxidase; BNC, binuclear center; PLS,
proton loading site
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doi:10.1016/j.bbabio.2007.11.010membrane and translocated to the active site through two distinct
pathways, theD-channel and theK-channel, which are named from
conserved Asp and Lys residues (D132 and K362 in Rhodobacter
sphaeroides CcO), respectively [1–3]. Four of these eight protons
are consumed in the redox reaction, while the other four are
translocated via the exit pathway towards the cytoplasmic side of
the membrane, with an average stoichiometry of one proton
pumped per electron consumed by the redox reaction [4]. At least
six of the eight protons appear to be translocated to the active site
through the D-channel [5,6]. A highly-conserved Glu (E286 in R.
sphaeroides CcO) located at the bottleneck separating the D-
channel from the active site (see Fig. 1) plays an essential role in the
catalytic activity [7,8]. E286 is thought to be connected directly to
the BNC and to the exit pathway via chains of hydrogen-bonded
water molecules acting as proton translocation pathways [9–11].
E286 delivers chemical protons directly to the BNC whereas vec-
torial protons are translocated to a proton loading site (PLS) before
being released to the exit pathway [12]. Although the identity of
the PLS is unknown, redox-coupled proton pumping implies that
it is located near the active site; recent studies suggest that the
basis of the proton exit pathway lies above the hemes [13,14].
Fig. 1. Active site and D-channel of cytochrome c oxidase from R. sphaeroides
(PDB ID 1M56, Ref. [36]). Key active-site residues and cofactors include heme
a3 (yellow), CuB (tan) with its three ligated histidines (gray), Y288 (green), E286
(orange), R481 and R482 (lime), heme a (cyan), H421, and H102 (gray). A light-
blue arrow indicates a putative proton exit pathway starting at the R481-PropD
salt-link. A green arrow connects D132 at the entrance to E286 at the top of the
D-channel, with intervening residues in red and crystallographic water in
white.
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been proposed over the years [15–19]. Despite their many
differences, they concur in identifying five distinct catalytic
states, P, F, O, E, and R, named after the redox chemistry taking
place in the BNC. Oxygen reduction is achieved step by step in
the four transitions, P→F, F→O, O→E, and E→R, each of
which is coupled to proton uptake from the N-side of the
membrane and likely also coupled to proton pumping [2,12,20].
However, the mechanism coupling redox chemistry and proton
pumping has remained elusive. Recent work by several research
groups suggests that the catalytic cycle hinges on the four-fold
repetition of a specific sequence of events, which account for
the four electron and four protons consumed by the redoxchemistry, and for the four proton pumped [2,15,18,21,22].
However, the recurring pattern characterizing this sequence of
events has not been identified.
Here we build upon this emerging mechanism by proposing
a simple unifying principle whereby vectorial proton movement
is electrostatically coupled to redox activity by periodic fluc-
tuations in the distribution of charge in the active site of the
enzyme. Other mechanistic models based on electrostatic cou-
pling have been proposed in the past [11,15,18,19]. The central
and distinctive feature of our proposal is that even though the
redox reaction itself is complex and not periodic, coupling of
electron and proton movement is achieved in a simple, repro-
ducible, and robust fashion by breaking down the catalytic cycle
into four identical subcycles. In each of these subcycles, the
electrostatic field in the active site acts as a three-state pendulum
resulting in the consumption of one electron and one proton,
and the pumping of one proton.
2. Proposed catalytic mechanism
The redox chemistry taking place in the active site of CcO
produces only three distinct “electrostatic states”. We define
these states on the basis of their electrostatic charge, which takes
into account only the charge of residues and cofactors in the
CcO active site whose redox or protonation state is known to
change along the catalytic cycle: Fe-porphyrin of heme a and of
heme a3, CuB, Y288 cross-linked to H284 of CuB, and all
intermediate products of the redox reaction. Throughout the
catalytic cycle, the charges of these residues and cofactors add
up to either +1 or +2. We identify a sequence of three states,
which repeats itself identically four times per turnover. We write
this sequence as [0|1], [1|0], and [1|1], where the total charges of
heme a and of the BNC are shown within brackets on the left
and on the right, respectively.
The basic structure of the mechanism that we propose is very
simple. Each of the four observable transitions (P→F, F→O,
O→E, and E→R) encompasses the same sequence of three
states:
(1) In the [0|1] state, the proton loading site (PLS) is reloaded
and heme a reduces the BNC, leading to a [1|0] state.
(2) In the [1|0] state, a substrate proton is delivered to the
BNC, producing a [1|1] state.
(3) In the [1|1] state, a pumped proton is released from the
PLS to the exit pathway. Reduction of heme a by CuA
generates another [0|1] state and the sequence resumes.
The four-fold repetition of this sequence accounts for all four
electrons, all four protons consumed in the oxygen reduction,
and all four protons pumped per turnover.
A schematic depiction of our proposed mechanism is shown
in Fig. 2. The catalytic cycle starts from a mixed-valence state,
AMV, where the BNC is fully reduced and heme a is formally
oxidized. The charge distribution in this catalytic state is [1|1].
Here O2 is rapidly reduced in situ by four electrons [23,24].
Two electrons are provided by heme a3 [Fea3(II)→Fea3(IV)],
one by CuB [CuB(I)→CuB(II)] and the fourth electron is
Fig. 2. Proposed catalytic mechanism. Thick light-blue arrows indicate the path through the sequence of catalytic steps. Thin red arrows indicate electron transfer from
heme a to the BNC. Thin green arrows indicate transfer of substrate protons to the BNC. Dashed orange arrows indicate proton transfer from E286 to the PLS (pumped
protons). The thick purple arrows following the MV state indicate an alternative route followed in case heme a is reduced when O2 binds the BNC, in which case the
cycle continues directly to the PR state (purple asterisk).
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the proton necessary to break the O2 double bond and is con-
verted into a neutral tyrosyl radical [24]. The catalytic state
reached at this point is commonly referred to as PM [2], where
this label defines only the BNC redox state. Here we extend the
definition of the PM state to take into account also the redox
state of heme a. In terms of charge distribution we define the PM
state as a [0|1] state, where the BNC has a total charge of +1 and
heme a is fully reduced. The high electron affinity of the tyrosyl
radical induces an electron transfer from heme a to the BNC
[21] and produces a state with charge distribution [1|0]. We refer
to this state as PR. The first substrate proton is released in the PR
[1|0] state and neutralizes the tyrosinate. Since this catalytic step
is not coupled to proton uptake [17], the PR substrate proton
may originate from a titratable site in the K-channel, such as
highly-conserved K362, which will be reprotonated only in the
second (reductive) phase of the catalysis [25]. Neutralization of
the tyrosinate leads to the F [1|1] state, in which the first
vectorial proton is released from the PLS to the exit pathway.Electron transfer from CuA to heme a generates a FM [0|1]
state, in which the BNC is a fully-oxidized [Fea3(IV)=O HO–
CuB(II)]. Internal electron transfer from heme a to the BNC
produces an intermediate with a high proton affinity [26]. E286
releases the substrate proton to the BNC. Protonation of the
BNC produces the O [1|1] state, in which the second pumping
event takes place.
The third part of the catalytic cycle starts with the OM [0|1]
state. Electron transfer from heme a to the BNC reduces CuB
(II)–OH to CuB(I)–OH [15,26]. In the OR [1|0] state, a chemical
proton is released from E286 and the first water molecule is
produced. The enzyme now reaches the E [1|1] state and the
third pumping event takes place. Reduction of heme a by CuA
produces the EM [0|1] state. Internal electron transfer from heme
a completes the reduction of Fea3 in the ER [1|0] state. The
fourth substrate proton is released from E286, producing the
second water molecule. The last pumping event takes place in
the mixed-valence (MV) [1|1] state. This step completes the
catalytic cycle.
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The above mechanism provides a detailed framework to
understand the coupling of vectorial proton movement to oxy-
gen reduction and supports a specific sequence of events for
proton reloading of the PLS and E286. The unifying principle
behind this sequence of events, and therefore for the coupling of
redox and pumping activity, is the spatial distribution of charge
in the active site. As shown in Fig. 3, each of the three subcycles
involving proton relay through E286 (i.e., steps F through MV,
see Fig. 2) is further decomposed into a sequence of seven
intermediate steps numbered 1 through 7 and comprised of two
electron transfer and five proton transfer steps. These charge
transfer steps are as follows: 7→1, delivery of a chemical proton
to the BNC from E286; 1→2 and 5→6, reprotonation of E286
from the D-channel; 2→3, proton release from the PLS; 3→4,
electron delivery to heme a; 4→5, reloading of the PLS from
E286; and 6→7, electron transfer from heme a to heme a3.
Each of the three charge transfers occurring within the active
site, 4→5, 6→7, and 7→1, is triggered by an asymmetric
charge distribution. This pendulum-like sequence is consistent
with the electrostatic field directing protons from E286 towards
propionate D of heme a3, near a putative PLS, and to the BNC,
respectively before and after electron transfer from heme a to
heme a3, as suggested by molecular simulations showing alter-
nate distributions and polarizations of water in the active site
[11]. Furthermore, recent experimental evidence indicates thatFig. 3. Recurring sequence of electron and proton transfer events. The cross's apexes
Open and full circles denote unprotonated and protonated states of E286 and the PLS
arrows denote electron and proton transfer events, respectively.reloading of the PLS occurs concurrently with internal electron
transfer [15,18], consistent with our PLS reloading in [0|1] state
4. Proton pumping occurs in [1|1] state 2 after reprotonation of
E286 which, by saturating the positive charge of the active-site
region, triggers proton expulsion from the PLS. Fig. 3 explains
why the PLS cannot be reloaded in the [1|1] state: if this
occurred, the enzyme would cycle through 1→2→3→1…,
pumping protons without any energy input.
The charge transfer steps depicted in Fig. 3 are exergonic. The
activation of vectorial protons results from changes in the total
charge and its distribution in the active-site region, starting from
[0|1] state 4, where the proton affinity of the PLS is highest.
Following reloading from E286 (transition 4→5), the proton
affinity of the PLS decreases as a consequence of electron and
chemical proton transfer to the BNC and of reloading E286, to
reach a minimum in [1|1] state 2, when the activated proton is
expelled. Reciprocally, the redox potential of both hemes de-
pends on the protonation state of the PLS. However, the con-
sequences of this coupling are inherently asymmetric: oxygen
reduction may occur even if the PLS is never deprotonated (with
a short-circuit at 2→6 resulting in the decoupling of redox
activity and proton pumping), whereas proton pumping cannot
occur without oxygen reduction.
A complete molecular mechanism identifying not only equi-
librium properties but also kinetic gates required to guarantee
the directionality of vectorial proton movement lies beyond the
scope of this work. In particular, such a description will requirecorrespond to heme a (left), the BNC (right), the PLS (top), and E286 (bottom).
, and neutral and positively charged states of heme a and the BNC. Red and blue
Table 1
Calculated pKa of E286 in each catalytic state of the proposed catalytic
mechanism (Fig. 2)
State Charge E286 pKa
Wild-type N207D N139D G204D
A [0|1] 9.6 (0.4) 11.5 (0.4) 11.9 (0.5) 12.6 (0.4)
F [1|1] 8.0 (0.4) 9.8 (0.4) 10.2 (0.5) 11.0 (0.4)
FM [0|1] 10.1 (0.3) 12.0 (0.4) 12.3 (0.5) 13.2 (0.4)
FR [1|0] 10.6 (0.4) 12.5 (0.4) 12.8 (0.3) 13.6 (0.5)
O [1|1] 8.1 (0.5) 9.9 (0.5) 10.4 (0.4) 11.1 (0.4)
OM [0|1] 10.1 (0.6) 11.9 (0.6) 12.3 (0.6) 13.1 (0.6)
OR [1|0] 9.9 (0.6) 11.8 (0.6) 12.2 (0.6) 12.9 (0.6)
E [1|1] 7.2 (0.6) 9.0 (0.6) 9.4 (0.6) 10.2 (0.6)
EM [0|1] 9.3 (0.6) 11.1 (0.6) 11.5 (0.6) 12.4 (0.6)
ER [1|0] 10.1 (0.6) 11.9 (0.7) 12.3 (0.6) 13.1 (0.6)
MV [1|1] 7.5 (0.6) 9.4 (0.6) 9.7 (0.6) 10.6 (0.6)
Average E286 pKa
[0|1] 9.9 (0.3) 11.8 (0.5) 12.2 (0.5) 13.0 (0.5)
[1|0] 10.2 (0.5) 12.1 (0.5) 12.4 (0.6) 13.2 (0.6)
[1|1] 7.7 (0.5) 9.6 (0.6) 10.0 (0.5) 10.8 (0.5)
States PM and PR were not included in the calculation because they are not
accompanied by proton uptake and do not involve deprotonation of E286
[17,25,46]. Error bars, calculated as standard deviations, are indicated in
parentheses. The average pKa of E286 in [0|1], [1|0], and [1|1] charge states are
shown at the bottom.
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currently available. Nevertheless, the sequence of proton and
electron transfer steps offers implications to the kinetic control
of proton pumping. One such implication is that electron
delivery to heme a in the [1|1] state must be slower than both (a)
the reprotonation of E286 from the D-channel (i.e., transition
1→2) and (b) the expulsion of H+ from the PLS (transition
2→3). If (a) fails, then transition 1→5 takes place and short-
circuits the pump; if (b) fails, then 2→6 occurs. In both cases,
pumping fails. This requirement is consistent with the obser-
vation that electron transfer from CuA to Fea is very slow [15].Fig. 4. pKa of E286 in successive catalytic steps in the wild-type enzyme (black)
Approximate average pKa of E286 in proton-delivery states [0|1] and [1|0] are show
mutants, respectively.In addition, the pumping cycle depicted in Fig. 3 also suggests
three steps at which kinetic gating might be required to prevent
proton backflow. First, kinetic barriers are in principle required to
prevent protonation of the PLS from the exit (top) side in state 4,
where the PLS is deprotonated and its proton affinity is maximal.
Second, reloading of E286 from the D-channel (transition 1→2)
may need to be fast enough to avoid the backflow of an activated
proton from the PLS to E286 in state 1, which would bypass the
pumping event via 1→3. Accordingly, slow proton uptake has
been proposed as a possible explanation for the decoupling of
proton pumping from redox activity resulting from single-point
mutations in the D-channel [27]. Third, kinetic gating may be
needed to ensure that chemical protons are taken up from E286
(step 7→1) rather than from the PLS (short-circuit 7→3).
Finally, we note that the high pKa of E286 throughout the catalytic
cycle of the enzyme (see below) eliminates the possibility of its
proton leaking back via the D-channel.
4. Validation of the proposed mechanism
Our model rests on the control of vectorial proton transfer by
long-range electrostatic interactions in a recurring sequence of
electron and proton transfer steps occurring in the active site. In
this process, E286 plays a vital role by relayingmost chemical and
pumped protons. This role requires that its pKa be high enough to
guarantee reprotonation from the D-channel and low enough to
relay this proton on to the PLS and the BNC. We calculated the
pKa of E286 to gauge its ability to deliver chemical and vectorial
protons throughout the catalytic cycle, successively in the wild-
type enzyme and in three single-point mutants in which pumping
and/or redox activity are compromised. The results of continuum
electrostatic calculations are shown in Table 1.
4.1. Wild-type enzyme
Consistent with spectroscopic measurements [28] and pre-
vious electrostatic calculations [29], our results indicate that E286and in single-point mutants G204D (blue), N207D (red), and N139D (pink).
n as dotted lines for the wild-type enzyme and decoupled N139D and N207D
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the neutral form of the carboxylic acid over the carboxylate form,
so that the latter only exists transiently. Throughout the catalytic
cycle, its pKa alternates between approximately 8 and 10 depen-
ding on the total charge of the active site (Table 1). In [1|1] states F,
O, E, and MV, the pKa of E286 lies between 7.2 and 8.1, with a
mean of 7.7±0.5. This result is consistent with the value of 8.3
measured for a CO adduct of the two-electron-reduced, or mixed-
valence (MV) state of the enzyme [30]. In [0|1] states A, FM, OM,
and EM, the pKa of E286 is in the range 9.3–10.1, with an average
of 9.9±0.3, in good agreement with the values of 9.7 and 9.4
measured for the fully-reduced CO adduct (FR-CO), which is also
a [0|1] state [27, 30]. At 10.2±0.6, the average pKa of E286 in [1|
0] states FR, OR, and ER is essentially identical to that of [0|1]
states. Thus, consistently with the recurring mechanism proposed
above, the proton affinity of E286 undergoes reproducible fluc-
tuations throughout the reductive phase of the catalytic cycle (O
through MV), alternating between a higher value in proton-relay
states [0|1] and [1|0], and a lower value in proton-pumping state
[1|1] (Fig. 4). These periodic fluctuations support a pumping
mechanism driven by recurrent changes in the charge state of the
active site. More specifically, these results support electrostatic
control of proton pumping, whereby the uptake and release of
vectorial protons by the PLS are driven by the alternating
sequence of charge states, in a way that is qualitatively (but not
necessarily quantitatively) consistent with the pKa fluctuations of
E286, with a high proton affinity in [0|1] and [1|0] states, and a
low proton affinity in [1|1] states.
4.2. N207D and N139D mutants
Asparagines 139 and 207 are located approximately 20 Å
away from E286 in the D-channel (see Fig. 1). Both N139D and
N207D mutants exhibit a decoupled phenotype whereby oxy-
gen chemistry proceeds but not proton pumping [31,32]. This
phenotype was attributed to changes in the pKa of E286. Time-
resolved spectroscopy showed that the pKa of E286 increases by
1.6, from 9.4 for the [1|0] PR→F transition in the wild-type, to
≈11 in the N139D mutant [27]. Accordingly, we find that,
although the same oscillating pattern is observed, the pKa of
E286 is systematically higher in the N207D and N139D mu-
tants than in the wild-type enzyme, respectively by 1.9 and 2.2
on average (Table 1, Fig. 4). This systematic pKa upshift results
from the introduction of an anionic charge in the D-channel,
which further stabilizes the protonated form of E286 relative to
its anionic form.
4.3. G204D mutant
In the G204D mutant, both pumping and redox activity are
compromised, the latter dropping within 2% of that of the wild-
type enzyme [33]. Like N139D and N207D, this point mutation
increases the proton affinity of E286 compared to the wild-type.
However, the closer proximity of residue 204 (16 Å away; see
Fig. 1) results in a larger pKa upshift. Specifically, the average
pKa of E286 shifts by 3, oscillating between 10.8 in [1|1] states
and 13.2 in [1|0] states (Table 1, Fig. 4).Thus, consistently with previous studies [27,31,33], our re-
sults indicate that the introduction of an anionic residue in the
D-channel increases the proton affinity of E286 and suggest that
the phenotypes of N139D, N207D, and G204D mutants are due
to systematic pKa upshifts. These findings contrast with a recent
continuum electrostatic study of P. denitrificans CcO, in which
N131D (analogous to N139D in R. sphaeroides CcO) had no
influence on the pKa of E278 (E286) [34]. While the two studies
differ significantly in the charge state of the enzyme and the
distribution of atomic point charges, as well as in dielectric
constants and dielectric boundaries, our results are supported by
experimental data in terms of absolute pKa and pKa shifts, both
in wild-type and mutant enzymes [27,31,33].
The decoupled phenotype of N139D and N207D results
from the inability of E286 to reload the PLS. In both mutants,
the proton affinity of E286 in [0|1] states is too high for tran-
sition 4→5 to occur (Fig. 3). Instead, 4→6 takes place upon
reprotonation of the PLS from the exit channel: the pump slips,
cancelling the effect of PLS deprotonation in the 2→3 tran-
sition. Effectively, the cycle is short-circuited at 2→6, decou-
pling redox chemistry (steps 6 through 2) from proton pumping
(Fig. 3). This mechanism implies that the pKa of the PLS in the
[0|1] state is near 11, intermediate between that of E286 in the
wild-type and in the decoupled mutants (Fig. 4). This estimate is
in quantitative agreement with the value of 10.7 calculated for a
reduced heme a state equivalent to our [0|1] state [35].
The high pKa of E286, which lies between 12.5 and 13.5 in
both proton-delivery states [0|1] and [1|0], explains the G204D
phenotype by the inability of E286 to deliver not only vectorial
protons but also chemical protons. This rationale places a lower
bound of pKa∼13 for the high proton affinity intermediates of
the active site, since this value separates the pKa of E286 in the
[1|0] states of the G204D mutant from those of redox-active
mutants N139D and N207D (Fig. 4). Residual redox activity in
the G204D mutant [33] may be explained by the lowest pKa of
E286, which is approximately 13 in OR and ER states (Table 1).
In the G204D mutant, E286 is not readily deprotonated. Inter-
mediate 5 disappears and intermediate 1 is virtually eliminated,
stalling redox activity (see Fig. 3).
5. Conclusions
Our proposed scheme is based on the breakdown of each of the
four observable transitions in the catalytic cycle of CcO into a
recurring sequence of three electrostatic states which repeats itself
identically four times per turnover, regardless of the chemistry
taking place in the BNC. By successively regulating the dis-
tribution of vectorial and substrate protons and the expulsion of a
pumped proton, the alternation of these electrostatic states ensures
the stoichiometric coupling of proton pumping to redox che-
mistry. The repetition of this scheme provides a simple and robust
principle controling vectorial proton translocation throughout the
catalytic cycle. Thus, this theoretical framework represents a
significant step towards a complete description of the pumping
mechanism in CcO. As noted in the text, our model is consistent
with a vast body of experimental work. By offering a detailed
description of the catalytic cycle, this work opens the way to
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in and out of the active site of the enzyme. As a first step,
electrostatic calculations support our proposed mechanism and
suggest that the decoupled and inactive phenotypes induced by
ionic single-point mutations in the D-channel result from com-
promised delivery of vectorial and chemical protons.
6. Computational method
The initial structure of the enzyme was taken from Ref. [36].
The distribution of charge in the BNCwasmodeled with quantum
calculations, the charge distribution of oxidized heme awas taken
fromOlkhova et al. [34], and the rest of the protein was described
by the CHARMM22 force field [37].
6.1. Quantum calculations
The reaction intermediates were modeled by optimization of a
reduced model of the BNC (see Supplementary material) using
unrestricted hybrid-DFT (U-B3LYP) calculations [38]. All heavy
atoms were described by SBKJC effective core potentials and a
double-ζ basis for valence electrons [39, 40]. Atomic point char-
ges were obtained by fit to the electrostatic potential calculated at
the 6-31G⁎/U-B3LYP level of theory. These charges were re-
scaled to embed propionates A and D and the heme a3 side chains
(see Supplementary material). All DFT calculations were per-
formed with version 4.6 of NWChem [41].
6.2. Protonation states
We assume that the protonation state of residues not directly
involved in the redox chemistry does not change throughout the
catalytic cycle, with the exception of E286 and the PLS. We
consider the propionate groups of both heme a and heme a3 to
be deprotonated, since their carboxylate groups are stabilized by
interactions with Arg side chains and with the protein backbone
[29,36]. Based on recent calculations [42], H333, H334, and
H284, which coordinate CuB, remain neutral throughout the
catalytic cycle. To determine the protonation state of the three
Asp residues introduced in the D-channel by single-point muta-
tions, we calculated the pKa shift of these residues relative to
their standard acidity in water (i.e., 3.9), with E286 protonated.
Results for N139D, N207D, and G204D were b1, b2, and ∼3,
respectively, indicating that these residues are anionic. Because
the identity of the PLS is unknown, the effect of changes in the
protonation state of the PLS on the pKa of E286 could not be
included in the electrostatic calculations.
6.3. Continuum electrostatic calculations
The pKa shift calculations were performed with the PBEQ
module [43] of CHARMM [44] using atomic radii optimized
for continuum electrostatic calculations [45]. We assigned die-
lectric constants of 2 to the 45-Å-thick membrane slab, 80 to the
solvent, and 5 to the protein interior. The salt concentration was
set to 150 mM. The D-channel was embedded in a cylinder of
8 Å radius and 24 Å height within which the dielectric constantof the cavity was set to 80. No explicit water molecules other
than those produced by the redox chemistry were included in
the PBEQ calculation. The Poisson–Boltzmann equation was
solved numerically by finite-difference on a coarse grid (0.60 Å
mesh size) focused on regions of interest up to a 0.30-Å mesh
size. The pKa values reported in Table 1 represent an average of
the values calculated for 100 snapshots selected randomly from
five independent 2.5-ns molecular dynamics trajectories to take
into account conformational fluctuations in the D-channel.
Additional calculations were performed to ensure that the pKa of
E286 is independent of the redox state of CuA: upon CuA
reduction, it increases by 0.4 (data not shown), which is within
the accuracy of the method.
6.4. Molecular dynamics
Subunit I of the enzyme with a 15-Å-radius hemispherical
cap of TIP3P water at the entrance of the D-channel was simu-
lated at 300 K using Langevin dynamics. The initial side-chain
conformations of N139D, N207D, and G204D mutants were
created manually, energy-minimized, and subjected to 500 ps of
equilibration at 300 K before production. During dynamics, only
the residues and water molecules comprised in a cylinder of 24 Å
height and 8 Å radius centered on the axis of the D-channel,
including D132 and E286, were allowed to move.
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